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contracting success aptac association of procurement - w h kassner is a third generation miscellaneous subcontracting company specializing in custom ornamental architectural ironwork when twins ellie and dirk kassner, custom in house training public contracting institute - in house seminars customized for you cost effective we offer affordable rates and hold training at your location so you don\'t incur any travel costs or added time, nc procurement technical assistance center ptac - the north carolina procurement technical assistance center ptac educates business associates on how to obtain contracts by providing comprehensive assistance in, part 52 solicitation provisions and contract clauses - contracting officer shall insert i appropriate agency name s and or title of applicable department of homeland security fraud hotline poster and, cots project management strategy from a state government - douglas j 2011 cots project management strategy from a state government pmo perspective paper presented at pmi global congress 2011 north america dallas tx, far part 16 types of contracts - v prohibit earning any award fee when a contractor s overall cost schedule and technical performance in the aggregate is below satisfactory, acquisition gov www acquisition gov - acquisition gov is the federal government s premier electronic source for the federal acquisition regulation far it contains product service codes psc the, kirlin builders subcontractors kirlin builders - kirlin builders understands the complexity of navigating the federal contracting arena and the challenges faced by small businesses who seek to expand their foothold, master s in acquisition and contract management degree - bellevue university s master s in acquisition and contract management will help you become a qualified professional contracts specialist for procurement and business, hilton head government contracts week - 5 days 25 essential workshops for everyone concerned with government contracting learn more now, las vegas government contracts week fedpubseminars com - attendees will understand the rights and obligations relating to subcontract performance and management that result from government contract terms and conditions and, part 35 research and development contracting - part 35 research and development contracting 35 000 scope of part, service contract labor standards for government agencies - the service contract act including far subpart 22 10 service contract labor standards and related regulations contain some of the most challenging tasks a federal, gsa vendor support center - contractor teaming arrangement cta gsa multiple award schedule contractors have the ability to form a contractor teaming arrangement cta using their using, department of homeland security rainmaker consulting - agenda introductions welcome opening remarks dhshbuyingactivitiesdhs buying activities differences between eagle and eagle ii request for information rfi, bid protest decisions listed by federal acquisition regulation - generally under federal acquisition regulation far 19 502 2 b a procurement with an anticipated dollar value of more, veteran training symposium vets 19 conference agenda - please find below the vets 19 schedule of events all activities will take place at the marriott rivercenter in downtown san antonio texas, gsa vendor support center - each year the federal government acquires goods and services worth hundreds of billions in dollars through millions of individual transactions conducted by thousands, online master s in strategic finance ms in finance - bellevue university s master s in strategic finance prepares professionals to be strategic leaders in corporate finance mergers and acquisitions enterprise, bid protest decisions listed by federal acquisition regulation - the contracting officer rejected isi s proposal based on the three provisions quoted from the manufacturer s terms, marshall operations services systems and integration - the national aeronautics and space administration nasa marshall space flight center msfc is seeking capability statements and any teaming arrangements such as, chapter 1 program management 03 19 2019 dau home - ch 1 1 purpose the defense acquisition guidebook dag chapter 1 is intended to provide the information needed to thoughtfully organize plan and execute a dod, ostensible subcontractor affiliation beware these four - ostensible subcontractor affiliation can arise for many reasons but a small business may be in grave danger of affiliation with its subcontractor when four specific, small business event calendar alabama sbdc network - event calendar the alabama sbdc s provide a wide variety of workshops seminars and training opportunities throughout the year for the most current list of events, lcs the usa s littoral combat ships - exploit simplicity numbers the pace of technology development in electronics and robotics and fast reconfiguration that was the us navy s idea for